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OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

CRYO V2 IS THE ALL NEW AND IMPROVED
CRYOTHERAPY CHAMBER ON THE MARKET!
Launched in 2019, the Cryo V2 is one of the
newest models available on the market!

THERMAL IMAGING

With its modern and futuristic design, ergonomic
exterior and capable interior it is the best
cryotherapy solution.

OXYGEN SENSOR MONITOR

This model stays beyond any competitor’s models
due to its new incorporated technologies.

LARGE VIDEO DISPLAY

THERMAL IMAGING

optionally

7’ HIGH-RES VIDEO DISPLAY

10.1’ TOUCH
SCREEN DISPLAY

GLASS LOGO
WITH LED LIGHTS

AVAILABLE IN A
VARIETY OF COLORS

DRAIN PAN

10.1

INCH TOUCH DISPLAY

6

MONTH ESTIMATED ROI

50+

COUNTRIES USING VACUACTIVUS

3

YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY

HOW DOES IT WORK?
HOW DOES IT WORK?

CRYOTHERAPY
Extremely cold temperatures stimulate skin sensors, activating a central nervous system response.
Endorphins, the body’s natural pain inhibitors and mood elevators, are then released from the pituitary
gland and nervous system to improve mood, energy and pain. Cryotherapy also enhances the circulation
of blood and lymph which promotes the removal of toxins and metabolic waste. This increased circulation
also supplies muscles and internal organs with oxygen and nutrient rich blood to stimulate cellular
regeneration around the body.

HOW DOES THE CRYO V2 WORK?
The CRYO V2 uses bursts of extremely cold nitrogen at temperatures as low as -170 degrees Celsius to
trigger the body’s natural responses. The blasts of freezing air evoke physiological reactions that prompt
recovery and healing in only 2-3 minutes.
This revolutionary procedure not only increases body performance efficiency by 30% but also increases
recovery 8 times faster than normal. The list of benefits include improved muscle and joint function, the
soothing and elimination of pain, increased blood circulation, chronic pain recovery and fast-tracked injury
recovery.
This bone chilling procedure has also been shown to burn up to 500 -800 calories, increase the metabolism,
release endorphins, improve sleep, reduce cellulite and reproduce collagen. With an increasing demand,
cryotherapy chambers are implemented in various settings including spas, medical clinics, gyms, sporting
facilities and cryotherapy centres.
The Vacuactivus models of whole body cryotherapy chamber’s including the CRYO V2 are the only
chambers on the market that evenly distributes nitrogen to the entire body through the use of multiple
jets.

170

DEGREE TEMPERATURE DROP

2-3

MINUTE TREATMENTS

30%

BODY PERFORMANCE INCREASE

8

TIMES FASTER RECOVERY

BENEFITS

Lessens recovery time

Suitable for

Delivers oxygen & nutrients to the muscles

Health and wellness business’

Enables a quick return to the playing field

Beauty Salons

Enhances muscular endurance

Medical Offices

Creates a resistance to fatigue

Spas

Improves the body’s ability to relax

Fitness centers

Regulates sleeping patterns
Increased strength and stamina
Improved athletic performance
Alleviates muscle tension
Improves joint functionality
Improves motor capacity
Boosts energy levels
Aids weight loss

BENEFITS

RECOVERY BENEFITS USING VAPORISED LIQUID
NITROGEN TREATMENTS

FEATURES

F E AT U R E S

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGICAL FEATURES & PRISTINE AESTHETICS
Platinum jets indirect technology

Emergency stop button

Automatic lift up to 150kg

Push door for emergency stop and exit

Regular door opening

Counter of session and life timer

Android A3 software

Wi-fi connection

Extension podium for high point lifting
incorporated in lift system

3 automatic and 1 manual programs

10.1’/800Hz Main display
7’ Second display
Nitrogen hose and connectors included
Available in a variety of colors
Transportation on wheels

Adjust default lift position
Min temperature: -120ºC/-184F
Max temperature: -170ºC/280F
LED backlights
Drying system

FA Q

FAQ

What should I look for when purchasing a
CRYO V2?
Efficient Nitrogen consumption:
Lower nitrogen consumption reduces your running
costs, therefore increasing profitability.
Safety features:
Internal oxygen sensors, emergency stop activation,
unrestricted automatic door opening.
Consistent treatment temperature:
Most devices do not provide a consistent temperature
throughout the treatment. Instead, the temperature
fluctuates up and down during the session. Look for a
machine that maintains the temperature for the entire
duration of the treatment.
Even distribution:
Most other machines provide uneven cold throughout
the treatment; therefore certain body parts do not
get the same effect. Look for a machine that evenly
distributes the nitrogen.

What are the running costs?
Liquid nitrogen and electricity.

Are there any ongoing charges?
There are no hidden or on-going charges from
Promedical Equipment.

Who will install my machine?
A certified Promedical Equipment technician
will install the machine and provide you with
full training.

When can I receive my machine after
placing the order?
If Promedical have your unit in stock, you will
receive your equipment within 3 – 5 business
days from placing the order. If Promedical do
not have your unit in stock, then you will
receive your equipment in 8-10 weeks from
placing the order.

Do I need any qualifications to operate the
machine?
No. Promedical will provide you with all the
training you need.

What size room do I need for the CRYO V2?
Minimum 2.5 metres x 2.5 metres.

Do I need any special permits to run the
machine?

What is included in the price?

No, however, Promedical will provide you with a
guide on how to prepare the room.

Price includes equipment, delivery, installation,
training and free servicing for your warranty
period.
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